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AIM OF THE COURSE (content and acquired skills)
After the completion of the class the students must be acquainted with the basic
technical and methodological characteristics of all athletics events in order to be
able to teach in Physical Education classes. At the same time the students will have
built up their physical condition and their technical ability to perform all the events
in athletics.
COURSE CONTENTS (outline-lectures titles)
1. Sprint events. History and races rules. Factors affecting a successful sprinting
performance.
2. Teaching drills in technique and running pace in sprints.
3. Training drills for sprint start.
4. 200m & 400m events. Training for the running technique improvement in sprint
races. Race tactics.
5. Long jump: History and event rules. Factors affecting the performance and the
jumping flying techniques.
6-7. Teaching the take-off phase. Approach phase, 3 last strides phase, fly jump and
arms moving coordination during the take off position. Teaching the landing position
despite the jumping technique. Teaching the jumping technique with 11/2 stride with
short and middle run up.
8. Teaching the extendible jumping technique with short and middle run up. Training
the running development during the run up phase. Training for the technical
improvement with normal and 11/2 stride jumps during the extendible technique.
9. Shot put: History and event rules. Factors that defined the throwing performance
and the technical analysis of the O’Brien throwing technique. Presentation of the
circular Baryshnikov throwing technique.
10. Teaching and training the O’Brien technique related to age. Handing grip and
proper set of the shot. Teaching the shot release from the final position.
11. Initial position, the “Τ” phase, the backward slide and the approach position.
Shot release from the final throwing position. Initial and final position connection
using the legs, the release ankle as well as the shot release speed.
12-13. Connection of the shot put throws from the initial to final position. Training
aiming on the technical improvement.
TEACHING METHOD (lectures –labs –practice, etc)
1. Practice 100%
ASSESSMENT METHODS
1. Semester’s written exam (theory): 50%
2. Practical technique & performance evaluation in the events of: 100m, long jump,
shot put: 40%
3. Assignments (written): 10%
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon the completion of this course the student will be able to:

1. Recognize the basic technical elements of running, jumping and throwing
events.
2. Perform the basic elements of technique of running, jumping and throwing
events in a satisfactory level.
3. Knowing and understanding the rules of running, jumping and throwing
events.
4. Get acquainted with the basic elements of teaching methodology in running,
jumping and throwing events.
Learning Outcomes

Educational Activities

Assessment

Recognize the basic
technical elements of running, Lectures, practical application, Mid term exams, final written
jumping and throwing events. home study and 1 individual exam.
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